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This book is for anyone who is interested in the welfare of horses, and who wishes to know more

about treating them with homoeopathic remedies. Increasing numbers of horse owners and

handlers today confirm that homoeopathy is a speedy and effective treatment, which can often deal

with so-called "incurable" ailments. As this fascinating guide explains, homoeopathic remedies are

absolutely safe, easy to administer and have no side effects. This authoritative book includes advice

on treating horses homoeopathically for both specific diseases and common ailments.
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This is an excellent book if you are considering using homeopathic treatment for your horse. Most

common and some uncommon horse ailments are covered and suggested remedies and dosages

are given. The only reason I did not give this book 5 stars is that the author assumes the reader has

more knowledge of medical terminology than it is likely the average reader will have. It helps to have

a good medical dictionary at you elbow when you read this book.

A very extensive reference guide to look up various horse ailments, along with their various

corresponding homeopathic treatments/remedies. The "Useful Address Section" at the back along

with a "How to find a Homeopathic Vet" are all based on UK (United Kingdom) references though. It

would be nice on its next update to have some United States References added. But I recommend it

for anyone wanting a good reference guide for Homeopathic Remedies for specific equine



conditions.

My first Treatment of Horses came out in 1991. Well, over time it got dog eared, pages torn, coffee

stains, etc. So, I decided to get the new and improved version..just because. After I received it, I

was very disappointed to learn that it had NO INDEX!!! Good grief!! Especially in an emergency,

who has the time (or desire) to thumb through the entire book?? NOT me. So, since I also have a lot

of notes written in my old one, and the new one has new diseases, injuries etc that the old one

didn't I use both! So, there you have it!!

Easy to read and find the facts quickly,Dr. Macleod has done a wonderful jobcompiling the best

information for the equine layman.Good summary of the remedies in the Materia Medica sectionand

the contents make it easy to navigate through the book.I was using this book immediately once it

arrived in the mail."Great work Dr.Macleod".

This book is a must have if you want to use homepathic medicine in treating your horse without

have the expense of a homeopath.

Very informative, I love the way the book is laid out. It is easy to understand, and find what you are

looking for.

This will add to my healing of horses. I use homeopathy so its is wonderful to have this as a

reference.
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